
Gender Equality
A report on design process followed during video making



About Gender Equality

Field Visit - Recce

Sarthak is a non-profit organisation dedicated to providing quality education to children from 
SEDG groups living in urban slums in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. The goal of the ‘Gender Neu-
trality’ video is to record the journey of sarthak youngsters. I followed the filmmaking process 
while shooting the video.

Location: Ismley Ganjh, Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh)
The youngsters in the ismleyganjh yellow room come from both the SEDG and the Assamese 
communities. Their primary objective is to obtain a high-quality education. ‘Safe Spaces’ 
or ‘Yellow Rooms’ are study centres. The lessons run from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m. every day and 
tenderfeet, learners, and advancers are the three classes. So, basically, an organisation that 
provides education to children from 3 to 18 years old. They are also encouraging females’ 
education. During Recce, I saw that schooling is well-organized and methodical. Art and 
craft pique the interest of youngsters.

Digital Classes

Curious towards Art & Craft Interaction with Creative minds

Children are waiting for their classes



Interaction with Individuals

Darshana Rai, Age - 26 years
Mentor

Shivam Shukla, Age - 12 years
Student

Samreen , Age - 14 years
Student

In the year 2021, she joined sarthak. In 
Ismley Ganjh Yellow Room, she served as 
a mentor and She earned her bachelor’s 
degree in science and is currently pursuing 
her master’s degree in social work at 
IGNOU. She is a dedicated and enthusiastic 
person. 
 
1) What are your thoughts on gender 
equality? 
2) Are the Sarthak children aware of the 
LGBT community? 
3) How do you raise gender equality 
awareness in yellow rooms? Have there 
been any changes in the Yellow Room?

He joined sarthak in 2017. he is studying in 
school as well as yellow room.

1) What do you think about gender 
equality?
2) Do you have any knowledge of the LGBT 
community?
3) What are your thoughts on the change 
initiative in the yellow room on gender 
equality?

In 2017, she joined sarthak. With the help 
of the Sartak Inclusion Program, she is 
able to attend school. She is also studying 
in the yellow room. 
 
1) What are your feelings on gender 
equality? 
2) Do you have any knowledge of the 
LGBT community? 
3) What are your thoughts on the change 
initiative in the yellow room on gender 
equality?



Conversational Points

Developing a Design brief

1) Childrens are unaware of the existence of the LGBT community. 
2) Both males and girls have the same rights. Boys have a responsibility to participate in 
cooking if a girl can. 
3) It is our responsibility to nurture our children in a gender-neutral environment and to teach 
them the value of each gender. 
4) Communities were giving more prefrence to the males but after sarthak initiatives they 
started prefering girls education too. so the mindset of the communties changed now.

After interviewing various individuals and listening to their insights I had various idea to work 
upon. Among all one of the idea was the concept of showing ‘Gender Equality’ in yellow 
room’s education and its benefits in individual life  and last but not the least the key factor 
that distinguish it from other institutes and school. 
 
Another underlying theme was self-assurance; most of them were delighted with their ability 
to communicate and express themselves. 
 



Scope of the Video

Draft Script

Instead of fixating on a large group of people having to work under one roof, the video will 
indeed follow a few individuals from a tiny group of sarthak workforce through their typical 
workday. Aside from that, a few of the children have shared their experiences from a sarthak 
and community perspective. 
I didn’t want the video to go over 2 minutes, so I decided to write a draft script based upon 
certain individual and montages of peoples, communities, and yellow rooms (also used as B 
roll) - I figured it’d be a good length for such communications.

S. no

1

2

3

Video

(Exterior) (long shot)

Video start with community (slum) shot

background score

background score

Children are reading, conversing, 
and observing their surroundings.

(Exterior) (close shot)

Footwear shot

(Interior) (long shot)

Children are reading newspaper or 
books
cut to,
(Closeup shot) Children face

Audio



Rough Story boarding for Ideation

4

5

6

1) What are your thoughts on gen-
der equality? 
2) How do you raise gender equal-
ity awareness in yellow rooms? 
Have there been any alterations in 
the Yellow Room?

1) What are your views on gender 
equality? 
2) Do you have any knowledge of 
the LGBT community? 
3) What are your thoughts on the 
change initiatives in the yellow 
room on gender equality?

background score

(Interior) (medium shot)

Mentor interview

(Interior) ( long shot) 
Montages of yellow rooms, activities 
of yellow room
cut to, (close shot)
faces & activities

Interior) (medium shot)

Interview of a girl and a boy
cut to,
(closeup shot)
children smiling faces 



Shooting

My iPhone and tripod were ready to 
capture Ismyel ganjh yellow room.
So, I went there at first to record every-
thing that happened in the yellow room.  
As a result, I began shooting with a 
classroom activity of a story reading and 
newspaper reading.
I concentrated on students in a few shots. 
There was a gender neutrality pro-
grammed going on, and students were 
speaking, so I shot interviews with Sam-
reen, Shivam and the other mentors.
Because most of the children were 
dressed in yellow t-shirts and trousers, 
the clip was used to demonstrate gender 
equality.
Because the two yellow rooms were near 
to each other, I must hurry to the next yel-
low room activity after finishing the shot. 
It was a lot of fun for me to shoot.

Equipment ready to shoot

Community shot

Yellow room activity



Structuring the video

Editing - Re-editing

After I had saved all the clips, I needed to start arranging them according to draft script into 
the timeline and make a story. I began the video by community living in a slum, yellow room 
with in a community, activities that was happening in yellow room and finally the narrative 
from darshana, shivam and samreen about gender equality.
The initial assembly took around more than 2 minutes, and I intended to cut it down by at 
least 1 minutes. so initally idea is it not goes aeround more than 2 minutes otherwise people 
get bored with that video.

After I completed that, I went out to observe a piece of music that 
would fit the video.
Finally, I found royalty-free music for use – with a diverse collection 
and was easy to search. I searched for the clips that were under 2 
minutes and had instrumental music. I agreed to tune like Bensound 
emotional- cinematic- inspirational- piano- main- 10524.
I added the person’s name, age and profession as needed for using 
a broad, white transparent bar of the fitting size to further develop 
perceivability and consistency among clips and blackbars to the film 
for visual clean.
Color adjustment is a tedious action that should be done on a cut-
by-cut premise;at the end after compiling the video.As the video 
ends, one of the messages is to “make the world jolly with full of 
kindness toward all children”. 

Cover page Yellow room activity

slum shot

Duration :2 minutes video on gender equality

gender neutrality 
activitiies

Sarthak initiative

Aman interview

Samreen interview

Sarthak message



final video duration is 1 mintues 57 seconds

Talking about ‘Gender Equality’

Final Video output


